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Abstract –  Optimal k-step, 6- to 10-stage, explicit, strong-

stability-preserving Hermite–Birkhoff (SSP HB) methods of 

order 7 with nonnegative coefficients are constructed by 

combining linear k-step methods of order 4 with 6- to 10-stage 

Runge–Kutta (RK) methods of order 4. It is seen that the 6-step 

6-stage HB method has the largest effective SSP coefficient 

among the 7th-order HB methods on hand. All new HB methods 

have larger effective SSP coefficients and larger maximum 

effective CFL numbers than Huang’s hybrid method of order 7, 

on Burgers’ equations, independently of the number k of steps. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The method of lines is often used to solve time-dependent 

conservation laws, 

                                    (1) 

where the spatial derivative g(y)x is approximated by a 

conservative finite difference or finite element at xj,  

j = 1, 2, . . ., N, (see, for example, [6], [11], [13], [1]). This 

spatial semi-discretization produces a system of N ordinary 

differential equations with initial conditions of the form 

                                       (2) 

We say that a time discretization method applied to (2) is 

strong stability preserving (SSP) in a given norm or seminorm 

 if the numerical solution  satisfies the 

inequality 

                                                                   (3) 

Natural choices are the total variation semi-norm and the 

maximum norm. 

It is assumed that the first-order forward Euler time 

discretization, FE, 

                                                   (4) 

when applied to (2), is SSP for a sufficiently small time step, 

                                                                         (5) 

dictated by the Courant–Friedrichs–Levy (CFL) condition [2], 

[9]. This condition restricts the step size ratio  of a 

numerical method applied to a hyperbolic partial differential 

equation such that the domain of dependence of the numerical 

solution at the point  contains the domain of 

dependence of the exact solution at P. 

In this paper, to solve system (2), we construct new explicit, 

multistep, multistage, SSP general linear time-discretization 

methods of order 7 with nonnegative coefficients. These 

methods, which we call SSP Hermite–Birkhoff (SSP HB) 

because their construction involves HB interpolation 

polynomials (see Section II), are combinations of linear k-step 

methods of order 4 and s-stage RK methods of order 4. The 

objective of high-order SSP HB time discretizations is to 

maintain the strong stability property (3) while achieving 

higher-order accuracy in time, perhaps with a modified CFL 

restriction, measured here with the SSP coefficient, c(HBks): 

                                                          (6) 

The SSP coefficient, historically called CFL coefficient, 

describes the ratio of the strong stability preserving time step 

to the strongly stable forward Euler time step (see [4]). Since 

our arguments are based on convex decompositions of high-

order methods in terms of the SSP FE method, such high-order 

methods preserve SSP in any norm once FE is shown to be 

strongly stable. 

Several new explicit 6- to 10-stage SSP HB methods with 

nonnegative coefficients presented here have been found by 

computer search. 

All new HB methods have larger effective SSP coefficients 

and larger maximum effective CFL numbers on Burgers’ 

equations, independently of the number of steps, compared to 

the 7-step Huang hybrid method of order 7 found in [7]. In 

particular, the 6-step 6-stage HB method has the largest 

effective SSP coefficient among the 7th-order HB methods on 

hand. 

Section II introduces 6- to 10-stage SSP HB methods. Order 

conditions are listed in Section III. Section IV derives the 

Shu–Osher representation of k-step 6- to 10-stage HB methods 

of order 7. Several new SSP HB methods are constructed in 

Section V. In Section VI, effective SSP coefficients are 

compared for several methods. Section VII presents numerical 

results for several methods applied to Burgers’ equations. The 

new methods are listed in the Appendix in their Shu–Osher 

form. 
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II. SSP HB METHODS OF ORDER 7 WITH K STEPS AND S STAGES 

Notation 1: The following notation will be used: 

 k denotes the number of steps of a given method, 

 s denotes the number of stages of a given method, 

 HBks denotes k-step, s-stage SSP Hermite–Birkhoff 

methods of order 7, 

 HMk denotes k-step SSP hybrid methods of order 7. 

All methods considered in this paper are SSP and of order 7 

unless specified otherwise. Therefore the denominations 

“SSP” and “order 7” will often be omitted in what follows. 

Notation 2: The abscissa vector , 

 defines the off-step points  

An HBks method requires the following s formulae to 

perform integration from  to  where, for simplicity, 

 is used in the summations. By convention,  

Let be the jth stage derivative and 

set  

An HB polynomial of degree  is used as predictor 

Pi  to obtain the ith stage value Yi to order 4, 

  (7) 

An HB polynomial of degree  is used as the 

integration formula to obtain  to order 7: 

      (8) 

III. ORDER CONDITIONS OF HBKS 

To derive the order conditions for HBks, we shall use the 

following expressions coming from the backsteps of the 

methods: 

      (9) 

As in the construction of RK methods, we impose the 

following simplifying conditions on the abscissa vector 

: 

                     (10) 

Forcing an expansion of the numerical solution produced by 

formulae (7)–(8) to agree with a Taylor expansion of the true 

solution, we obtain multistep- and RK-type order conditions 

that must be satisfied by HBks. To reduce the large number of 

RK-type order conditions, we impose the following 

simplifying assumptions, as in similar searches for ODE 

solvers [10]: 

 

         (11) 

Note that (11) with k = 0 is (10). 

Seven sets of equations remain to be solved: 

                                         (12) 

                                                                       (13) 

        (14) 

                       (15) 

                   (16) 

                       (17) 

 

(18) 

where the backstep parts, B(j), are defined by 

(19) 

IV. SHU–OSHER REPRESENTATION OF HBKS 

We rewrite our s-stage HBks methods in the Shu–Osher 

representation as convex combinations of FE to show that they 

satisfy SSP conditions. 

Firstly, if we let 

   (20) 
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then formulae (7) and (8) become 

 

                           (21) 

                   (22) 

Replacing the index i by m in formula (7), we express  as 

a function of  

    (23) 

For and , we replace the 

variable  in the terms  in (21) by the right-hand 

side of (23) with  Similarly,  in the terms  

in (22) is replaced by the right-hand sides of (23) with 

 

Secondly, we rewrite (7) with i = 2, and (21) with 

as (24), and (22) as (25) in the Shu–Osher 

equivalent form: 

  (24) 

  (25) 

where the coefficients are 

 

 

 

 

 

 

which follow from setting 

 

Thirdly, the representation (24)–(25), under the assumptions 

that all coefficients are nonnegative, implies that the HBkp are 

SSP. In fact, one finds that the following functions are convex 

combinations of forward Euler steps: 

 In (24) for the first and second bracketed 

terms are sums of FE steps with step sizes  

and   

respectively. 

 In (25), the first and second bracketed terms are sums of 

FE steps with step sizes  and 

respectively. 

One can easily verify that 

 

Provided all the coefficients are nonnegative, 

the following straightforward extension of a result presented 

in [5], [7] holds. 

Theorem 1: If the forward Euler method FE is SSP under the 

CFL condition  then the k-step, s-stage HBks 

methods (24)–(25) are SSP provided 

 

where the SSP coefficient c(HBks) is the minimum of the four 

numbers: 
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(26) 

with the convention that  under the assumption 

that all coefficients of (24)–(25) are nonnegative. 

V.  CONSTRUCTION OF OPTIMAL HBKS 

Since HBks contain many free parameters when k is 

sufficiently large, we use the Matlab Optimization Toolbox to 

search for the methods with the largest c(HBks) for different k 

and s. To optimize HBks, we maximize c(HBks) of Theorem 1 

by solving the nonlinear programming problem 

                          (27) 

where all the numbers in all pairs 

 

are nonnegative. Null pairs, {0, 0}, are not included in the 

minimization process if they occur. Besides the nonnegativity 

constraints on all variables, the objective function (27) is 

subject to 

 the convex combination constraints (20), 

 the simplifying assumptions (10) and (11) for HBks, 

 the order conditions for HBks (12) to (18), 

 the conditions on the abscissae 

 i = 2, 3, . . . , s. 

VI. COMPARING EFFECTIVE  SSP COEFFICIENTS 

Definition 1: (See [12]) The effective SSP coefficients of the 

SSP method M is denoted by 

                               (28) 

where ℓ is the number of function evaluations of method M 

per time step and c(M) is the SSP coefficient of M.  

The SSP coefficients, c(HM), of hybrid methods are 

defined in [7]. In this paper, ℓ = 4, 5, . . . , 10 for HB methods 

and ℓ = 2 for hybrid methods. The numbers  and 

 will be used below. 

The effective SSP coefficients, ceff, provide a fair 

comparison between methods of the same order, although, in 

practice, starting methods and storage issues may also be 

important. Gottlieb [3] pointed out that one looks for high-

order SSP methods M with c(M) as large as possible, taking 

their computational costs and orders into account. 

Huang [7] introduced a 7-step HM7 with c(HM7) = 0.234 

and ceff(HM7) = 0.117. We now list our best methods. 

HBk4.  Our best 4-stage SSP HBk4 methods have step number 

k = 4, 5, 6, 7. We remark that, even with a small number of 

stages, these new methods are competitive with Huang’s 7- 

step HM7. For example, ceff(HB44) = 0.141 > ceff(HM7) = 

0.117, where HB44 uses only four steps. 

HBk5. For 5-stage methods, we found HBk5 with k = 3, 4, 5, 

6, 7 and ceff(HBk5) > ceff(HBk4) for k = 4, 5, 6, 7. Our best 

HBk5 is HB75 with ceff(HB75) = 0.296. We remark that 

increasing k or s in HBks improves ceff(HBks) as when 

increasing the number of stages in Runge–Kutta methods of 

lower order. 

HBk6. For 6-stage methods, we found HBk6 with k = 3, 4, 5, 

6, 7, one of which requires only k = 3. Moreover, we found 

HB66 with the largest effective SSP coefficient among the 

seventh-order HB methods on hand. Here  

 listed in boldface in Table I. According 

to our search, it seems that ceff(HB66) cannot be improved up 

to 10 stages and 7 steps. 

The formulae of the new HBks are listed in Appendix with 

their c(HBks), ceff(HBks) and abscissa vector σ. 

TABLE I 

 FOR  K = 3, 4, . . . , 7, AS A FUNCTION OF S 

 

 

TABLE II 

AS A FUNCTION OF S WHERE  

C(HM7) = 0.234 AND  COMPARISON IS ROW-WISE 
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Table I lists ceff(HBks) as a function of s for k = 3, 4, . . . , 

7. We note that, for a given k, ceff(HBks) first increases with s 

and then decreases. On the other hand, for a given s, 

ceff(HBks) first increases with k and then stabilizes.  

Definition 2: The percentage efficiency gain (PEG) of the 

SSP coefficients ceff(M2) of method 2 over ceff(M1) of method 

1 is 

    (29) 

Table II lists c(HBks), and compares and 

 by the  where 

and  Comparison is 

row-wise. It is seen that for all 

values of k and s on hand. 

In Fig. 1, HBk6 and HM7 both of order 4, and HM of order 

6 of Huang [7] are compared on the basis of their effective 

SSP coefficients as a function of the number of steps, k. It is 

seen that HBk6 have larger effective SSP coefficients than 

HM for k = 5, 6, 7. 

 

Fig. 1. Effective SSP coefficients versus number of steps k of the following 

methods: 6-stage HBk6 of order 7, HM7 of order 7 ×, HMk of order 6 + 

VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

From now on, we use the total variation semi-norm, 

              (30) 

and say that a method is total variation diminishing (TVD) if 

                         (31) 

We compare our new methods numerically with Huang’s 

HM of order 7. 

A. Starting Procedure 

To maintain the TVD property (31), the necessary starting 

values for HBkp were obtained by RK54 with small initial 

step size,  (approximatively). 

B. Comparing HBks with Other Methods on Burgers’ 

Equation with a Unit Downstep Initial Condition 

As a first comparison of HBks with HM7, following Huang 

[7], we consider Burgers’ equation in Problem 1. 

Problem 1: Burgers’ equation with a unit downstep initial 

condition: 

      (32) 

and boundary condition  for  

We discretize the spatial derivative of the flux function 

 by the weighted essentially non-

oscillatory finite difference scheme of order 5 (WENO5) of 

Jiang and Shu [8] with spatial stepsize  This 

leads to the semi-discrete system 

              (33) 

where  with   

j = ... ,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, . . ., and  is the numerical flux, 

which typically is a Lipschitz continuous function of several 

neighboring values  (see [8] for details). A time 

discretization can then be applied to (33). 

We consider the total variation norm of the numerical 

solution at  For this purpose, we let  be 

the largest effective CFL number defined as 

                                      (34) 

such that the TV error in the numerical solution satisfies the 

inequality 

            (35) 

and we let  be the maximum 

numerical step size. Here ℓ is the number of function 

evaluations per time step. We note that inequality (35) is used 

because  is small. 

Finally, we let of HBks for problem 1 be taken 

as 

                                   (36) 

where the SSP coefficient, c(HBks), of each HBks is listed in 

Appendix. 

The numerical results for Problem 1 show that the forward 

Euler method, FE, has TVD property (31) with error (35) 

under the time step restriction 

                   (37) 
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It was also observed numerically that the TVD property (31) 

holds with error (35) for the methods listed in Table I with 

 This confirms the result of Theorem 1 that 

HBks are also TVD when combined with the WENO5 space 

discretization since HBks are convex combinations of FE. The 

same situation holds for Problem 2 below. 

Definition 3: The  percentage efficiency gain of 

methods M2 over M1 is 

          (38) 

We shall use the ratio for 

HBks and HM7. 

Table III lists results for Problem 1. The  is 

listed in columns 3 as a function of s. The  of 

HBks over HM7 are in column 5. In this case, 

and  

It is seen that 

(a)  for all HBks on hand, 

(b) generally,  increases as k decreases, 

(c) and increases 

as s ≤ 6 increases. 

Table IV lists the  for k = 3, 4, . . . , 7, as a 

function of s for Problem 1. 

TABLE III  

 WHERE 

AND  FOR PROBLEM 1 

 

 

TABLE IV 

 FOR k = 3, 4, . . . , 7, AS A FUNCTION OF S APPLIED TO 

PROBLEM 1 

 

 

C. Comparing HBks and Other Methods on Burgers’ 

Equation with a Square-Wave Initial Condition 

As a second comparison, we consider Burgers’ equation 

with a square-wave initial value in Problem 2, which is one of 

Laney’s five test problems [9]. 

Problem 2: Burgers’ equation with a square wave initial 

condition: 

    (39) 

and boundary condition for  

We discretize the spatial derivative of Problem 2 by WENO5 

and compute the total variation of the numerical solution as a 

function of the effective CFL number, at 

 In this case,  in the time 

step restriction (37) is replaced by  

The  of HBks applied to Problem 2 are listed in 

columns 3 of Table V. Column 5 lists the  of HB 

methods over HM7. 

TABLE V 

 WHERE 

 AND  FOR PROBLEM 2 

 

TABLE VI 

 FOR K = 3, 4, . . . , 7, AS A FUNCTION OF S APPLIED TO 

PROBLEM 2 

 

It is seen that the results for Problem 2 listed in Table V 

confirm the observations (a)–(c) obtained for Problem 1 as 

listed in Table III. 

We observe that, as with hybrid methods, the ratio 

 of HBks for Problems 1 and 2 are 

greater than 1. The theoretical strong stability bounds of HBks 
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are then verified in the numerical comparison of maximum 

time steps for Problem 1 and confirmed again with Problem 2. 

Table VI lists the for k = 3, 4, . . . , 7 as a 

function s for Problem 2. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

New optimal explicit k-step 6- to 10-stage s of SSP Hermite 

Birkhoff methods, HBks, of orders 7 with nonnegative 

coefficients are constructed by combining linear k-step 

methods of order 4 with 6- to 10-stage Runge–Kutta methods 

of order 4. In particular, the 6-step 6-stage HB66 has the 

largest effective SSP coefficient among the seventh-order HB 

methods on hand. Compared to Huang’s hybrid method HM7 

of order 7, all new HBks have larger effective SSP coefficients 

and larger maximum effective CFL numbers on Burgers’ 

equations, independently of the number of steps. 
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This appendix lists the Shu–Osher representation of the 

HBks methods considered in this paper with their  
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Truong Nguen-Ba, Huong Nguen-Thu, Tjeri Giordanos, Remi Vajenkurs. Ermita-Birkhofa k-soļu 7. kārtas laika diskretizācija no 6. līdz 10. etapam, 

kas saglabā stingru stabilitāti 

Nestacionāru parciālo vienādojumu diskretizācija pēc telpiskās koordinātas ar taišņu metodi noved pie parastu diferenciālvienādojumu sistēmas. Rakstā aplūkota 
daudzsoļu metožu saime iegūtās parasto diferenciālvienādojumu sistēmas skaitliskai integrēšanai. Nelineāras stabilitātes īpašība, kas piemīt laika diskretizācijas 

metodēm, kuri saglabā stingro stabilitāti (SSS), ir īpaši piemērota hiperbolisko nezūdamības likumu integrēšanai. Rakstā ir konstruēta k soļu atklāto Ermita-

Birkhoffa metožu saime, kuri saglabā stingro stabilitāti, ar kārtu 7 ar nenegatīviem koeficientiem. Metodes ir konstruētas uz lineāras k soļu ceturtās kārtas 
metodes kombinēšanu ar ceturtās kārtas no sestā līdz desmitam etapam Runges-Kutta metodēm. Piedāvātām metodēm ir lielākā efektivitāte attiecībā pret 

Kuranta-Fridriksa-Levi (KFL) koeficientiem. Parādīts, ka sestās kārtas Ermita-Birkhofa metodei ir lielākais efektīvais SSS koeficients starp zināmajām septītās 

kārtas Ermita-Birkhofa metodēm. Visām jaunajām Ermita-Birkhofa metodēm ir lielāks efektīvais SSS koeficients un lielāki maksimālās efektivitātes KFL skaitļi 
nekā Huanga septītās kārtas hibrīda metodei vai Burgera vienādojumiem, neatkarīgi no soļu skaita k. Rakstā aplūkoti divi piemēri, kas ilustrē piedāvāto metožu 

efektivitāti. Abos piemēros izmantots Burgera vienādojums ar dažādiem sākuma nosacījumiem. 

 

Труонг Нгуен-Ба, Хуонг Нгуен-Ху, Тьери Джордано, Реми Вайенкур. K-шаговые, от 6 до 10 этапов, дискретизации по времени Эрмита-

Биркхофа 7 порядка, сохраняющие сильную устойчивость  

Дискретизация нестационарных уравнений в частных производных по пространственной координате с помощью метода прямых приводит к системе 
обыкновенных дифференциальных уравнений. В статье рассматривается семейство многошаговых методов для численного интегрирования 

полученной системы обыкновенных дифференциальных уравнений. Нелинейное свойство устойчивости методов дискретизации по времени, 

сохраняющих сильную устойчивость, делает их особенно привлекательными для интегрирования гиперболических законов сохранения. В статье 
приводится набор к-шаговых явных, сохраняющих сильную устойчивость (ССУ), методов Эрмита-Биркхофа (ССУ ЭБ) седьмого порядка с 

неотрицательными коэффициентами, построенных по принципу комбинирования к-шаговых методов четвертого порядка с шести до десяти-этапными 

методами Рунге-Кутты четвертого порядка. Показано, что шести-шаговый метод Эрмита-Биркхофа шестого порядка имеет наибольший эффективный 
коэффициент ССУ по сравнению с известными методами Эрмита-Биркхофа седьмого порядка. Предлагаемые методы имеют, вообще говоря, более 

эффективные коэффициенты Куранта-Фридрикса-Леви (КФЛ). У всех новых методов Эрмита-Биркхофа эффективный коэффициент ССУ и числа 

максимальной эффективности КФЛ больше, чем у гибридного метода Хуанга седьмого порядка, также они больше по сравнению с уравнениями 
Бюргера, вне зависимости от числа шагов к. В статье приведены два примера, иллюстрирующие эффективность предложенных методов. Оба примера 

используют уравнение Бюргера с различными начальными условиями. 
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